Abstract-This paper presents the meta distribution analysis of the downlink two-user non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) in cellular networks. We propose a novel user ranking technique wherein the users from the cell center (CC) and cell edge (CE) regions are paired for the non-orthogonal transmission. Inspired by how users are partitioned in 3GPP cellular models, the CC and CE users are characterized based on the mean powers received from the serving and the dominant interfering BSs. We demonstrate that the proposed technique ranks users in an accurate order with distinct link qualities, which is imperative for the performance of NOMA system. The exact moments of the meta distributions for the CC and CE users under NOMA and orthogonal multiple access (OMA) are derived. In addition, we provide tight beta distribution approximations for the meta distributions and exact expressions of the mean local delays and the cell throughputs for the NOMA and OMA cases. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive analysis of NOMA using stochastic geometry with 3GPP-inspired user ranking scheme that depends upon both of the link qualities from the serving and dominant interfering BSs.
I. INTRODUCTION
NOMA technique has received significant attention recently in the context of 5G cellular networks which, unlike the traditional OMA techniques, enables the BSs to serve more than one user using the same resource block (RB); see [1] and the references therein. In NOMA, the transmitter superimposes multiple layers of messages at different power levels and the receiver decodes its intended message using successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique. A given user first decodes and cancels the interference power resulting from the layers assigned to the users with weaker channel states using SIC and then decodes its own message. On the other hand, in OMA, generally the users with poor channel conditions consume most of the RBs in order to meet a certain level of quality of service which lowers the overall spectral efficiency of the system. However, the NOMA technique can meet the quality of service requirements for the users with poor channel conditions without lowering the spectral efficiency of the system by concurrently serving users with poor and better channel conditions using the same spectral resources.
NOMA is configured by ranking the users based on their link qualities which are characterized by path-losses, fading
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gains and inter-cell interference powers. However, incorporating user ranking techniques that depend on all the above components in the stochastic geometry-based system level analysis of downlink NOMA is challenging because of the correlation in the inter-cell interference powers received by the users in a given cell. Therefore, most of the existing works in this direction ignore this correlation and instead rank users in the order of their mean signal powers (i.e., link distances) so that the i-th closest user becomes the i-th strongest user. The set of users scheduled for the non-orthogonal transmission is usually termed as the user cluster. The authors of [2] - [5] analyzed N -ranked NOMA in cellular networks modeled using a Poisson point process (PPP). In [2] , the downlink success probability is derived while forming the user cluster within the indisk of the Poisson-Voronoi (PV) cell. However, the resulting performance estimate may not be truly representative of the NOMA performance gains because users within the indisk of a PV cell will usually experience similar channel conditions and hence lack channel gain imbalance that results in the NOMA gains (see [6] ). The moments of the meta distribution, defined in [7] as the distribution of the successful transmission probability of the typical link conditioned on the locations of BSs, are derived for the downlink NOMA in [3] , [4] and uplink NOMA in [4] by ranking users based on their link distances. However, [4] ignores the joint decoding of the subset of layers associated with SIC. Nonetheless, assuming this distancebased ranking technique, [3] - [5] derived the ordered distance distributions of the clustered users while assuming that their link distances follow the distance distribution of the typical link (in the network) independently of each other. As implied above already, this ignores the fact that the user location in a PV cell is a function of the BS point process. A key unintended consequence of this approach is that it does not necessarily confine the user cluster in a PV cell, which is a significant approximation of the underlying setup (see Fig. 1 , Middle and Right). The spectral efficiency of K-tier heterogeneous cellular networks is analyzed in [8] wherein the smaller BSs serve their users using two-user NOMA with the distancebased ranking. Besides, [9] derives the outage probability for the downlink two-user NOMA cellular networks, modeled as a PPP, by ranking the users based on the channel gains normalized using their received inter-cell interference powers. Therein, the normalized gains are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) which again ignores the fact that the link distances and the inter-cell interference powers associated with the users within the same PV cell are correlated.
A more reasonable way of accurately ranking the users is to 978-1-7281-0962-6/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
x (2) x (3) x (4) x (5) x ( Figure 1 . Left: an illustration of the classification of the CC and CE users given in (1) for τ = 0.7. Middle: an illustration of the user cluster from [3] - [5] for N = 6 (and of the fact that it is not necessarily confined within the PV cell). Right: the distributions of the ordered link distances modeled in [3] - [5] for N = 6. The dot, cross, plus, and star marks correspond to BSs, CC users, CE users, and user cluster, respectively. The solid lines in the left and middle figures correspond to the PV cell boundaries, and the dashed lines in the left figure correspond to the boundaries between CC and CE regions.
form the user cluster by selecting users from distinct regions (in order to ensure distinct link qualities for the co-scheduled users). These regions can be constructed based on the ratio of the mean powers (i.e., path-losses) received from the serving and dominant interfering BSs. For instance, the PV cell can be divided into the center (CC) region, wherein the ratio is above a threshold τ , and the cell edge (CE) region, wherein the ratio is below τ . A similar approach of classifying users as the CC and CE users is also used in 3GPP LTE to study schemes such as soft frequency reuse (SFR) [10] . Inspired by this, we characterize the CC and CE users based on their path-losses from the serving and dominant interfering BSs to pair them for the two-user NOMA system. This way of user pairing is meaningful because of two reasons: 1) order statistic of received signals is dominated by the path-losses [11] , and 2) the dominant interfering BS contributes most of the interference power in the PPP setting [12] . Based on the above pairing technique, we analyze the meta distribution for the downlink NOMA. We first derive the exact moments of the meta distributions for the typical CC and CE users under NOMA. We also provide tight beta distribution approximations for the meta distributions of the CC and CE users. In addition, the meta distribution analysis for the CC and CE users under OMA is also presented. Our results concretely demonstrate that NOMA based on the proposed user pairing technique results in significantly higher CE user transmission rate and the cell spectral efficiency compared to OMA. The OMA analysis can also be directly used to analyze other techniques focused on the performance improvement of the CE user, such as the SFR.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Modeling and User Classification
We model the BS and user locations using two independent homogeneous PPPs Φ and Ψ with densities λ B and λ U , respectively. Without loss of generality, we consider that the typical user of Ψ is located at the origin o. While assuming the strongest BS association policy, the serving link distance (i.e. distance between the typical user and its serving BS) is given by R o = ∥x o ∥ where x o = arg max x∈Φ ∥x∥ −α and α > 2 is the path-loss exponent. Let R d = ∥x d ∥ be the distance from the typical user to its dominant interfering BS where x d = arg max x∈Φ I ∥x∥ −α and Φ I = Φ \ {x o } is the point process of the interfering BSs with respect to the typical user. Now, we classify the typical user as either the CC or the CE user based on its distances (i.e. the path-losses) from the serving and dominant interfering BSs as
where τ is the threshold which defines the boundary between the CC and CE regions [13] . Fig. 1 (Left) illustrates the classification of the CC and CE users given in Eq. (1) . From the illustration, it is clear that the criteria given in Eq. (1) accurately preserves the CE regions wherein the signal-tointercell-interference ratio (SIR) is expected to be lower. As a comparison, Fig. 1 (Middle) illustrates a realization of a user cluster that results from the distance-based ranking technique of [3] - [5] . As is clearly evident from the figure, the user cluster is not confined to the PV cell, which is an unintended consequence of ignoring the correlation in the locations of the clustred users. This can also be verified by comparing the distributions of the ordered distances used in [3] - [5] with those obtained from the simulations. This comparison is given in Fig. 1 (Right) whereinR n represents the link distance of the n-th closest user from the BS.
B. NOMA Transmission for CC and CE Users
We assume non-orthogonal transmissions for the CC and CE users from the same cell. Each BS is assumed to transmit signal superimposed of two layers corresponding to the messages for the CC and CE users. Henceforth, the layers intended for the CC and CE users are referred to as the L C and L E layers, respectively. The L C and L E layers are encoded at power levels of θP and (1 − θ)P , respectively, where P is the transmission power per RB and θ ∈ (0, 1). Without loss of generality, we assume P = 1 (since we ignore thermal noise). Usually, NOMA allocates more power to the weaker user (i.e., CE user) so that it receives smaller intra-cell interference power compared to the desired signal power. Hence, the CC user first decodes the L E layer while treating the power assigned to the L C layer as interference. After successfully decoding the L E layer, the CC user cancels its signal using SIC from the received signal and then decodes the L C layer. Thus, the SIRs of the typical user, when being a CC user, for decoding the L E and L C layers are given by
respectively, where
and h x are the channel fading gains which are i.i.d. and follow unit mean exponential distribution, i.e., h x ∼ exp(1).
On the other hand, the CE user decodes L E layer while treating the power assigned to the L C layer as interference. Thus, the effective SIR of the typical user, when being a CE user, for decoding the L E layer becomes
C. Meta Distribution for the NOMA System
The success probabilities for the CC and CE users are defined as the probabilities that the typical CC and CE users are able to decode their intended messages. While this allows to determine the mean success probability of the typical CC and CE users, it does not provide any information on the disparity in the link performance of the CC and CE users across the network. That said, the conditional success probabilities can be used to acquire more fine-grained information on the disparity in the link performance of these users. The distribution of the conditional success probability is referred to as the meta distribution [7] . The meta distribution for the CC/CE user can be used to answer questions like what percentage of the CC/CE users can establish their links with the transmission reliability above predefined threshold for given SIR threshold. Thus, building on the definition of the meta distribution of the SIR in [7] , we define the meta distributions for the CC and CE users under NOMA as below.
Definition 1 (Meta distribution). The meta distribution of the typical CC user's success probability is defined as
and the meta distribution of the typical CE user's success probability is defined as 
For this, we first need to obtain the joint probability density functions (pdfs) of R o and R d for the CC and CE users which are presented in the following lemma. 
for r d ≥ r o ≥ 0. Using Eq. (6), the probability of the typical user being the CC user can be obtained as
Hence, the probability of the typical user being the CE user becomes 1 − τ 2 . Thus, using Eqs. (6) and (7) along with the definiations of the CC and CE user given by Eq. (1), we obtain the final expressions given in Eqs. (4) and (5).
In the following subsections, we first derive the moments of the meta distributions for the CC and CE users under the NOMA case which will be later used to analyze the OMA case, derive a tight approximation for the meta distribution, and determine the mean local delay and the cell throughput.
A. Meta Distribution for CC Users under NOMA
Since the CC user needs to jointly decode the L C and L E layers for the successful reception, the successful reception event for the CC user is given by
where χ c = max
. It is easy to interpret that the interference due to non-orthogonal transmission reduces the effective transmission power for decoding the L E layer from (1 − θ) to min{ βe βc θ, 1 − θ(1 + β e )}, which decreases the chance of successful transmission. Since it is difficult to directly derive the meta distribution [7] , we derive the b-th moment of the meta distribution for the typical CC user in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The b-th moment of the meta distribution for the typical CC user under NOMA is
Proof. The success probability of the typical CC user conditioned on Φ is
where step (a) follows from the independence of the fading gains. Hence, the b-th moment can be determined as
where step (a) follows by using probability generating functional (PGFL) of the PPP Φ I of density λ B outside of disk B o (R o /τ ) as all of the interfering BSs for the CC user must be farther than R o /τ . Now using Eq. (4), we obtain the marginal pdf of R o for the CC user as
Finally, using Eqs. (11) and (12), we obtain Eq. (9). This completes the proof.
B. Meta Distribution for CE Users under NOMA
The CE user decodes its message while treating the signal intended for the CC user as interference. Thus, the successful transmission event for the CE user is given by
where χ e = βe 1−θ(1+βe) . In the following theorem, we derive the b-th moment of the meta distribution for the CE user.
Theorem 2 (Moments for CE user). The b-th moment of the meta distribution for the typical CE user under NOMA is
where
Proof. For given R d , we can write
Therefore, the success probability of the typical CE user conditioned on Φ is
where step (a) follows from the independence of the channel fading gains. Hence, the b-th moment can be determined as
where step (a) follows by using the PGFL of the PPPΦ I of density λ B outside the disk B o (R d ) as all (other than the dominant) interfering BSs for the CE user must be farther than R d .
Step (b) follows using the Cartesian-to-polar coordinate conversion such that the term Z (14)), we have (14), we obtain the bounds on the b-th moment given in Eq. (16) . This completes the proof.
C. Meta Distribution for CC and CE users under OMA
In OMA, each BS serves its associated users using orthogonal RBs which means that there is no intra-cell interference. Thus, OMA provides better success probabilities for the CC and CE users compared to NOMA. However, this reduces the transmission instances, depending on the scheduling type, for the CC and CE users which degrades their transmission rates. The following corollary presents the b-th moment of meta distribution for the CC and CE users under OMA. 
given by Eq. (9). The b-th moment of the meta distribution for the typical CE user under OMA is
is given Eq. (14). Further, the simplified expressions for the bounds on the b-th moment of the typical CE user can be obtained by setting χ e = β e in Eq. (16).
Proof. The success probabilities for the typical CC and CE users under OMA can be written as
respectively, which are equivalent to those in the case of NOMA with χ c = β c and χ e = β e . Thus, the proof directly follows from Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.
D. Beta Approximation
Using the Gil-Pelaez's inversion theorem [15] and the moments derived above, we can obtain the exact meta distributions for the typical CC and CE users. However, the evaluation of Gil-Pelaez integral is computationally complex. Therefore, similar to [7] , we approximate the meta distribution using the beta distribution by matching the means and variances. Thus, the approximated meta distributions for the CC and CE users under NOMA respectively becomē
where I x (·, ·) is a regularized incomplete beta function, 2 − (M ss 1 ) 2 such that ss = ce for the CC case and ss = ce for the CE case. Similarly, the meta distribution for the CC and CE users under OMA can be approximated using the moments given in Corollary 2.
E. Mean Local Delay
The first inverse moment of the conditional success probability is the mean local delay which is nothing but the mean number of transmissions required for a successful delivery of the packet when the transmitter retransmits after each failed transmission [16] . Thus, using Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Corollary 2, we present the mean local delays of the CC and CE users in the following corollary.
Corollary 3 (Mean local delay). The mean local delays of the CC user under NOMA and OMA are (14) and (16), respectively.
F. Cell Throughput
The transmission rates of the CC and CE users can be determined by using the means of their meta distributions. Therefore, the cell throughput under NOMA becomes R cell (τ ) =
In addition, due to time sharing of RBs, the cell throughput under OMA becomes
where ρ is the fraction of time the CC user is scheduled.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to verify the analytical results and obtain design insights, we consider the system parameters as τ = 0.7, α = 4, λ B = 1, λ U ≫ λ B (such that each cell can form at least one pair of the CC and CE users) and (β c , β e ) = (3, −3) dB, unless mentioned otherwise. Fig. 2 (Left) verifies the analysis of the means and variances of the meta distributions for the CC and CE users under NOMA. The moments for the CE user monotonically decrease with θ since the power allocated to L C and L E layers negatively affects the success probability for the CE user with increasing θ. However, the behavior is reversed for the moments of the CC user. This is because while increasing θ makes it difficult to decode L E layer, it also makes it easier to decode L C layer at the CC user, which turns out to be the dominant of the two effects in this regime. Fig. 2 (Middle) verifies the means and variances of the meta distributions for the CC and CE users under OMA. Fig. 2 (Left and Middle) also depicts that the bounds of the mean of the meta distribution (or, the success probability) for the CE user are tight. Fig. 2 (Right) shows that the beta distributions closely approximate the meta distributions for the CC and CE users. Mean of Cond. Succ. Prob. Figure 2 . Moments for the CC and CE users under NOMA (Left) and OMA (Middle). Beta approximation of the meta distribution (Right). LB and UB respectively denotes the lower and upper bounds. The solid and dashed curves correspond to analytical results and markers correspond to simulation results.
Hence, the proposed beta approximations can be used for the system-level analysis of NOMA without relying on the evaluation of the Gil-Pelaez integrals. 3 shows that both the cell throughput and CE user's transmission rate decrease with τ . This is because of the success probabilities of both the CC and CE users degrade with the increase of τ for given θ or ρ because of the increase in the inter-cell interference power. We also observe that NOMA can ensure better cell throughput along with improved CE user transmission rate compared to OMA. It can be seen that the CE user transmission rate increases and the cell throughput decreases as θ (ρ) decreases for NOMA (OMA). Besides, note that decreasing θ beyond a certain point does not improve the CE user's transmission rate since the success probability of the CE user is limited by the inter-cell interference as θ → 0.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a comprehensive analysis of downlink two-user NOMA enabled cellular networks. In particular, a new 3GPP-inspired user ranking technique has been proposed wherein the CC and CE users are paired for the nonorthogonal transmission. The CC and CE users are characterized based on the path-losses from the serving and dominant interfering BSs. Unlike the ranking techniques used in the literature, the proposed technique ranks users accurately with distinct link qualities which is important to obtain performance gains in NOMA. The exact expressions have been derived for the moments of the meta distributions for the CC and CE users under NOMA and OMA. We also provided tight beta approximations for the meta distributions of the CC and CE users under NOMA and OMA. In addition, we also presented the exact expressions for the mean local delays and the cell throughput. The numerical results demonstrated that NOMA along with the proposed user ranking technique results in a significantly higher cell throughput and CE users' transmission rate compared to OMA.
